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The first billionaire we have to thank for pushing incessant trans propaganda
on our children is a man named James Pritzker. Pritzker came out as
transgender in his 60s and now goes by the name Jennifer. The Pritzker family
has been on the Forbes magazine Top 10 list of “America’s Richest Families”
since the list began in 1982. The Pritzkers founded the Hyatt Hotel chain.
They also own an airline, a cruise line, and a tobacco company (which they
sold in 2006 for $3.5 billion). The Pritzkers sold their largest holding
company (with 60 corporations) in 2010 to Berkshire Hathaway for $4.5
billion. But it’s the medical industrial complex where the Pritzkers have
staked a lot of their current investments.

After Pritzker announced he was a trans woman, he donated $6.5 million to the
Program in Human Sexuality at the University of Minnesota and just under $6
million to the Palm Center (an LGBTQ think tank to study trans people in the
military). He donated $2 million to install the world’s first “Chair of Trans
Studies” at the University of Victoria, British Columbia, and he donated
another $1 million to Lurie Children’s Hospital of Chicago for a Gender and
Sex Development Program.

Pritzker, along with fellow trans-identifying billionaire Martin Rothblatt
(who now goes by Martine) began throwing hundreds of millions of dollars at
both cultural and educational organizations around the globe on the condition
that those groups would, in turn, indoctrinate people with Money’s ideas on
gender identity.

Way back in the ‘90s, Rothblatt hired three trans activist lawyers to create
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an “international, legal framework for the cultural acceptance of sexual
identities not embodied in biological reality.” In other words, what we are
watching unfold in our country right now has been in the works for decades.
Boys being allowed to compete in girls’ sports and take away their
scholarships was conceived long ago with the legal framework being laid long
before LGB ever recognized the T.

But the trans agenda coming from the billionaire boys’ club doesn’t end with
laws that embolden people who swap out one gender for another. The mission
that Pritzker and Rothblatt have embarked on is far greater.

Rothblatt used to work for NASA, and he is the founder of Sirius Satellite
Radio (worth $26 billion). He also founded the pharmaceutical company United
Therapeutics ($4.5 billion). United Therapeutics is the world’s largest
cloner of pigs. In fact, Rothblatt wrote his doctoral dissertation on
xenotransplantation which is the transplantation of living cells, organs, or
tissues from one species to another. (Can you see where this is going yet?)

Rothblatt doesn’t just identify as transgender; he also identifies as
transhuman.

Rothblatt’s Terasem Foundation seeks to promote technological immortality via
mind uploading and nanotechnology. The four pillars of Terasem include: 1)
Life is purposeful; 2) Death is optional; 3) God is technological; 4) Love is
essential.

Rothblatt believes humans are capable of living forever and has created an
organization dedicated to extending human life through cryogenics and cyber
consciousness. His website Lifenaut allows people to save a “digital back-up”
of both their mind and genetic code. He even commissioned a humanoid robot to
be made using his wife as the model. This robot has made many speaking
appearances and been interviewed by numerous newspapers, including The New
York Times.

In the Journal of Evolution and Technology (Vol. 18, May 2008), Rothblatt
wrote an article called “Are we Transbemans Yet?” He identifies a “beme” as a
unit of someone’s character or nature that behaves like a gene but is not
bound to a physical location. Under the section of the article entitled
“Reinventing Our Species” Rothblatt says, “We can replicate life without
DNA…while it is true that without DNA there will be no flesh, that does not
mean that there will be no self. Expressing the bemes of our consciousness in
a computer substrate is still an expression of us.” He goes on to say, “Just
as human DNA gives rise to humans, human BNA gives rise to bemans.” He talks
about new kinds of bodies we will soon have and new kinds of laws that will
be needed as a result.

Rothblatt says there is a direct correlation between the acceptance of a
person’s right to alter their gender and the acceptance of a person’s right
to become transhuman (or transbeman). He says what we need is a total
reimagining of what it means to be human.



In other words, transgenderism is only the tip of a much larger iceberg.

Now numerous LGBTQ organizations funded by the billionaire class are
insisting on new public school curriculum that will spread their ideology to
children in grades K-12. It began with requiring schools to teach “the role
and contributions of lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender people” in
history textbooks. One of the first states to adopt this was Illinois where
James Pritzker’s cousin, Illinois governor J.B. Pritzker, signed it into law.

New teaching at the K-12 level will be far more extreme. The California
Department of Education has a plan to teach kindergarteners that there are 15
different genders to choose from. Because insane ideas such as these are
already being taught in parts of Europe, we now have elementary schools
reporting a skyrocketing rate of students seeking to transition. One teacher
in a British school revealed she knows of 17 students in the process of
switching genders. She claims many of them were vulnerable kids with autism
or mental health issues who were tricked into believing they were born the
wrong sex.

You see, if people like Pritzker and Rothblatt can confuse a child about
gender before he or she hits puberty, it means greater financial gains for
them. Because both men have a stake in the trans-medical industrial complex,
if they can confuse children when they are very young (elementary school
age), they can profit off puberty blockers in addition to life-long hormone
treatments and countless surgeries at the gender clinics they’re invested in.

Remember, a single trans customer will pay for many surgeries over a lifetime
(vaginoplasties, facial feminizations, vocal cord reconstructions, breast
implants, Adam’s apple shavings, even “womb transplants” for men). This all
adds up to big bucks in these billionaire bank accounts.

Once Planned Parenthood saw how much money there was to be made in the trans
medical business, they too rushed in to provide people with cross-sex
hormones under what they call “gender affirming therapy.” They are now the
second largest provider of this service.

The entire trans industry works like this: First, create a false problem
(confuse kids through teaching them about gender identity). Then introduce a
solution to the false problem (come fix your problems at one of our gender
clinics where you’ll be a life-long customer).

The billionaire boys’ club knew they needed to brainwash the masses to accept
the new gender ideology in order for their business plan to work. Several key
changes in the cultural lexicon were first necessary in order to shift
people’s thinking at a subconscious level. To start, the word “transexual”
had to be done away with so people wouldn’t associate the trans movement with
sex (even though there is most definitely an association). Many so-called
“trans men” are males who have a bizarre sexual fetish called
“autogynephilia.” Autogynephilia is the objectification of women to the point
of wanting to embody a female oneself. (See Dr. Ray Blanchard’s research for
more on this.)



Both Pritzker and Rothblatt appear to meet the standard definition of an
autogynephiliac: a man who enjoys cross-dressing so much that he develops a
sexual fetish around it. In the past decade, there has been a massive,
concerted effort by trans activists to normalize this fetish by taking it
public. But the word “transexual” was conveniently replaced with the more
respectable sounding “transgender”—a word that inherently implies a person
has no choice in what “gender identity” they become. They were simply
“assigned the wrong gender” at birth.

Altering language this way is a classic John Money tactic. Money was the
person responsible for shifting everyone away from using the term “sexual
preference” to the term “sexual orientation.” To have a sexual preference
implies a person has a say in who they desire to have sex with. A sexual
orientation, on the other hand, implies the person was born with those
desires and they, therefore, remain totally out of their control. (Can you
see why a pedophile might prefer option B?)

(It should be noted that the subject of “gender identity” is not the only
arena where Money’s language tactics are used. The Scientific American
recently announced they would no longer be using the words “climate change”
but would instead substitute the term “climate emergency.” Other publications
rushed to follow their lead.)

This article was made possible through Jennifer Bilek’s original research at
The Federalist.


